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Abstract

We develop methods for estimation, inference and optimization of
causal effects from observational data with continuous treatments. We
present a counterfactual prediction method based on the potential out-
comes framework that estimates the expected value of a potential out-
come given a treatment level and confounders. We show that the method
identifies the average generalized treatment effect (agte) and the aver-
age dose-response function (adrf) and propose estimators of these func-
tional causal estimands. Our estimators work under high-dimensional
confounding and when the treatment takes many distinct values. Under
multiple treatments, the method identifies the effect of a single treat-
ment and the joint effect of multiple treatments. Treatment effects can
further be estimated from unobserved treatment levels. We provide non-
parametric and computationally efficient parametric estimation proce-
dures of uncertainty intervals of the adrf and agte and develop algo-
rithms for implementation of the estimators. Finally, we show that the
counterfactual prediction method can be used to estimate the treatment
level that maximizes the expected individual and population outcome.

Keywords: Causal Inference; Observational Study; Treatment Effects;
Continuous Treatments; Dose-Response Function; Optimization
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Section 1 Introduction

1 Introduction

Background. Many questions in science are causal rather than descriptive or
predictive. In the social and biomedical sciences, interest is often of the effect of
a treatment on individuals, groups, or another unit of measurement. The word
treatment is here meant to be interpreted generally and refers to a change in the
environment of the units. In economics, a treatment can be a policy that affects
a group of the population. In medicine, a treatment may be a drug that some
individuals receive. Such questions are causal since we are interested in the effect of
the treatment on the outcome while controlling for alternative causes of the outcome.

Randomized controlled trials (rct’s) (Fisher, 1935) are the gold standard for
causal inference. The reason is that randomization ensures that alternative factors
that may contaminate the estimate of the treatment effect cancel in expectation.
In many areas of science rct’s are not feasible due to ethical or political reasons,
the complexity involved, or the financial cost. For instance, macroeconomic policies
cannot be tested experimentally since it is politically impossible to have a control
group and we cannot go back in time to compare the outcome to what would have
happened had the policy not been implemented. Still, if a policy is implemented, a
before-after difference in outcomes will yield biased estimates of the policy’s effect
if other factors that affect the outcome have changed over time. To determine the
effect of smoking on health, we cannot just look at the differences in health measures
between those who smoke and those who don’t since smoking is likely correlated with
other lifestyle factors that have negative health effects. This means that methods
used to estimate treatment effects in rct’s do not work in observational studies.

Following Rosenbaum (2010), we define an observational study as an empirical
study of effects caused by treatments when randomized experimentation is unethical
or infeasible. Similarly, we define observational data as any data not generated in an
administered experimental setting. Examples of observational data are population
registers collected by census bureaus, purchasing data from e-commerce businesses,
and most of so called big data that is continuously generated. Recent advances in
measurement and data collection has increased the amount of observational data
available for researchers. The ability to analyse phenomena as it occurs in its nat-
ural habitat is attractive for empirical research and has led to the development of
statistical methods for causal inference with observational data.
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Section 1 Introduction

Literature review. Most methods for causal inference consider the treatment
to be binary. The justification is that either the individual received the treatment
or not. In reality, many treatments are continuous, meaning that they can take a
range of values. The response to continuous treatments is often dose-dependent and
non-linear. For instance, drugs often have a recommended dosage. An insufficient
dose will fail to cause an effect and an excessive dose can have a negative effect.
Given this intuitive fact, it is surprising that causal inference for observational data
with continuous treatments has only received attention recently (Fong et al., 2018;
Hirano et al., 2003; Hirano & Imbens, 2004; Hernán et al., 2000; Zhu et al., 2014;
Zhang et al., 2016; Kennedy et al., 2016, 2017). Dose-response modelling has been
used in the experimental life-sciences longer (see for instance Altshuler (1981) or
Wang (2015)), but those methods are not applicable to observational data since
they do not account for the non-randomized treatment assignment.

The causal inference literature has historically focused on average treatment
effects. While averages can be useful, they have limited practical value under het-
erogenous responses. Heterogenous treatment effects is an active stream of research
in econometrics (Chernozhukov et al., 2017, 2018; Wager & Athey, 2018; Athey &
Imbens, 2016; Nie & Wager, 2017; Hitsch & Misra, 2018), (bio)statistics (Powers
et al., 2018; Oprescu et al., 2018), political science (Grimmer et al., 2017; Imai &
Ratkovic, 2013) and computer science (Künzel et al., 2017; Oprescu et al., 2018).
However, practically all methods are developed for binary treatments or rct’s.
Knowledge of the treatment effect heterogeneity enables individualization of treat-
ments for optimization of outcomes. Applications range from personalized medicine
to targeted advertisements. An early and influential series of papers in this area
are Manski (2000, 2002, 2004) and Hirano and Porter (2009), which based on the
theory of statistical decision functions (Wald, 1949) consider planners that must
assign individuals to either treatment or control. Given information about individu-
als, the goal is to allocate the treatment among individuals such that the population
outcome is maximized. By making causal inference a problem of decision-making
under uncertainty, this literature directly targets the normative problem relevant to
policy makers - how to assign treatments optimally.

Contribution. In this thesis, we develop methods for estimation, inference
and optimization of causal effects from observational data with continuous treat-
ments. We present a counterfactual prediction method based on the potential out-
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Section 1 Introduction

comes framework (Rubin, 1974; Holland, 1986) and the regression adjustment method
for binary treatments. The method involves defining a dose-response function (drf)
that returns the expected outcome of a treatment level conditional on confounders
of the treatment effect. The drf thereby naturally estimates heterogenous treat-
ment effects and can be used to estimate the average dose-response function and
the average effect of one treatment level relative another level. Assuming the drf
is true, the estimator identifies the causal treatment effect and is a generalization
of the binary treatment case. The method has two main benefits relative standard
approaches: First, under exposure to several treatments it can identify the effect
of a single treatment and the joint effect of several of the treatments. The ability
to pool and separate effects from different treatments has received limited atten-
tion in the literature but is important for applications, especially in observational
studies where individuals may self-select into exposure to many treatments simul-
taneously. Secondly, our method works under high-dimensional confounding and
when the treatment and confounders take many distinct values. We develop meth-
ods for estimating confidence and prediction intervals of the treatment effect and
provide algorithms for implementation. Finally, we show that the drf identifies the
treatment level that maps to the maximum mean individual or population outcome.

Structure of thesis. The thesis is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces
the potential outcomes framework, the causal estimands and relevant assumptions.
Section 3 presents existing theory and methods for identification and estimation
of treatment effects in observational data with binary treatments. Section 4 con-
tains the main contributions of the thesis. We first present the continuous treat-
ment setting, introduce the adapted estimands, and explain why methods for binary
treatments do not work well in this case. This is followed by the presentation of
the dose-response function and then identification, estimation, implementation and
inference of the estimands for continuous treatments. We then show that the drf
identifies and estimates the optimal treatment level. Section 5 concludes the thesis
with a summary and a discussion of the contributions in relation to the literature.

A note on the notation: Uppercase regular type face is used for random variables
and lowercase regular type face for their values. Uppercase boldface letters are
matrices or random vectors. Which of these we refer to in a particular case will be
apparent in the context. Lowercase boldface are realized vectors from the sample.
Script letters denote sets.
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2 Potential Outcomes Framework

Example 2.1. Imagine that you want to estimate the effect of a new supplement
that is supposed to increase cardiovascular fitness. You go to the local gym and
survey some individuals if they take the supplement and their best one mile running
time. Unknown to you, supplement use is correlated with age and training history;
those who take the supplement are on average younger and have trained longer
than those who do not take it. Clearly, looking at the average difference in one mile
running time between those who take the supplement and those who do not will yield
a biased estimate of the supplement’s effect since age and training history affects
cardiovascular fitness. The difference in cardiovascular fitness between those who
take the supplement and those who do not is partially explained by pre-treatment
differences in age and training history.

We translate the concepts from the example to a statistical framework. Let Y ,
Z, and X be observed random variables from some population P of size N . Here,
Y ∈ R is a scalar outcome, Z = z ∈ {0, 1} is an indicator variable of exposure
to treatment measured prior to Y , and X = (X1, X2, . . . , Xp)′ is a p-dimensional
vector of pre-treatment covariates, or alternatively, post-treatment if unaffected by
Z, defined on the bounded subset X ⊂ Rp where p ∈ N∗ = {1, 2, 3, . . .} may be
large. The word treatment refers to any action applied to individual i, which may
for instance be a single person, household, or geographical region. Our target τ
is the causal effect of the treatment Z on the outcome Y in P. A more formal
definition of the causal effect is defined in what follows.

Let I ∈ N∗ denote a random individual uniformly sampled from P with individ-
ual characteristicsX and exposure to treatment denoted by Z. Here, Z is a random
variable whose value in the simplest case tells whether the individual received the
treatment (Z = 1) or not (Z = 0). Hence (I, Z,X) is a multivariate random variable
where I is a uniformly sampled individual from the population, Z is the treatment
status of the individual, and X is the individual’s p random characteristics. Thus,
Z may depend on I and X. In this framework, Y = Y (I, Z,X) is the observed
outcome for a random individual from the population, with three sources of variabil-
ity; the variability related to the sampling of individuals, the variability related to
how the treatment is assigned to individuals, and the variability in individual-level
characteristics.
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Section 2 Potential Outcomes Framework

Definition 2.1 (Potential Outcomes). The potential outcomes (Rubin, 1974;
Holland, 1986) given a treatment Z = z ∈ {0, 1} is the set Y ∈ {Y (I, 1,X), Y (I, 0,X)},
Y ⊂ R, where Y (I, 1,X) = Y (1) is the potential outcome that would be observed
under exposure to treatment and Y (I, 0,X) = Y (0) is the potential outcome that
would be observed under exposure to control (no treatment). The observed outcome
Y is the potential outcome seen under the received treatment, that is

Y (I, Z,X) = Y (I, 1,X)Z + Y (I, 0,X)(1− Z) (2.1)

Remark. In most instances we will use the shorter notation Y (Z) for Y (I, Z,X)
although the potential outcome also depend on I and X.

We now define the causal estimand of interest, the average treatment effect.

Definition 2.2 (Average Treatment Effect). Define PY (1) to be the probabil-
ity distribution of the outcome if all individuals received treatment and define PY (0)

to be the probability distribution of the outcome if all individuals received control,
both defined on the set Y. The Rubin Causal Model (Rubin, 1974; Holland, 1986)
states that the population average treatment effect (ate) is given by

τATE := E[Y (1)]− E[Y (0)] = µ1 − µ0. (2.2)

We revisit the introductory example of the supplement that increases cardiovas-
cular fitness but now formalize the problem in the potential outcomes framework.

Example 2.2. Let Z = 1 denote that an individual took the supplement and
Z = 0 that an individual did not. We want to estimate the ate of the supplement
on the one mile running time, E[Y (1)] − E[Y (0)]. Under standard assumptions
about sampling, E[Y (1)] would be the average running time if the entire population
took the supplement and E[Y (0)] would be the average running time if none took
it. If we sample individuals uniformly from P, assign the supplement at random to
those individuals, and estimate the difference in averages among individuals of each
treatment status, we get an unbiased estimate of the ate. However, the assignment
of Z is based on the covariates X, which in this case is information about age
and training history that itself explains running time Y . Also, whether a random
individual I takes the supplement or not depends on who we sample. Thus the
value of Z depends on X and I. Instead of obtaining an unbiased estimate of the
difference E[Y (1)] − E[Y (0)], a difference in means of the groups will give us an
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Section 2 Potential Outcomes Framework

unbiased estimate of E[Y (1)|Z = 1] − E[Y (0)|Z = 0]. Here, E[Y (1)|Z = 1] is the
average running time for the young individuals with long training history (that took
the supplement) and E[Y (0)|Z = 0] is the average outcome for the older individuals
with less training experience (who did not take the supplement). Since the groups’
one mile running time is different even without the supplement, this difference in
averages does not yield an unbiased estimate of our target E[Y (1)]− E[Y (0)].

The fundamental problem of causal inference. Suppose we observe the
data D = {(yi, zi,xi)}ni=1, which are values of Y , Z, and X = (X1, X2, . . . , Xp)′

for n individuals sampled without replacement from P. Let yi(zi) be the observed
potential outcome for individual i. Using expression (2.1), we see that the realized
outcome we observe in the data is

yi = yi(1)zi + yi(0)(1− zi). (2.3)

Since it is only possible to observe one of the potential outcomes for each individual,
the individual treatment effect τi := yi(1) − yi(0) is unobservable. Hence causal
inference is a missing data problem. Table 1 shows that for any observed outcome
yi, the counterfactual potential outcome y(cf)

i required to estimate the treatment
effect is missing. This is known as the fundamental problem of causal inference
(Imbens & Rubin, 2015).

Definition 2.3 (Counterfactual Potential Outcomes). The counterfactual
potential outcome Y (cf) is the unrealized potential outcome, given by the unobserved
pair of random variables (Y (I, z,X), Z = 1− z) for z ∈ {0, 1}. The counterfactual
potential outcome for individual i is Y (cf)

i = (Yi(zi), Z = 1− zi).

Remark. The word counterfactual refer to something that is contrary to the facts.
Hence counterfactuals are only defined ex post the treatment assignment. Ex ante
the treatment assignment, all outcomes are unrealized potential outcomes.

The fundamental problem of causal inference implies that the joint distribution
P(Yi(1),Yi(0)) of the potential outcomes cannot be inferred from the data. Similarly,
the probability distributions PY (1) and PY (0) cannot be observed, but just PY (1)|Z=1

and PY (0)|Z=0. Neither the distribution of the individual-level treatment effects,
PY (1)−Y (0), nor the ate are estimable unless we make further assumptions.
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Table 1: The Fundamental Problem of Causal Inference

Individual yi(1) yi(0) zi τi
1 X ? 1 ?
2 X ? 1 ?
3 ? X 0 ?
4 X ? 1 ?
...

...
...

...
...

n X ? 1 ?

Notes: X(observed), ? (unobserved)
This table demonstrates the fundamental problem of
causal inference. For each individual, only one of the
potential outcomes is realized. Thereby the individ-
ual treatment effect τi is always unobserved.

Rct’s vs observational studies. In randomized controlled trials (rct’s),
the treatment is randomly assigned to individuals with no consideration of their
potential response. This implies that the probability that the outcome Y takes a
specific value in its range is the same regardless of the value of Z. Thus,

{Y (0), Y (1)} ⊥ Z. (2.4)

This means that the treatment Z is independent of the potential outcomes. Us-
ing (2.3), we have that E[Y |Z = z] = E[Y (z)] for any value z. Thus

E[Y |Z = 1] = E[Y (1)Z + Y (0)(1− Z)|Z = 1]

= E[Y (1)|Z = 1] = E[Y (1)] (2.5)

and

E[Y |Z = 0] = E[Y (1)Z + Y (0)(1− Z)|Z = 0]

= E[Y (0)|Z = 0] = E[Y (0)]. (2.6)

In other words, an rct ensures that the distribution of the potential outcome con-
ditional on exposure is equal to the unconditional distribution of the potential out-
come. Hence the inability to observe both outcomes for the whole population is not
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Section 2 Potential Outcomes Framework

a problem for estimating the ate. Let n1 =
∑n
i=1 zi and n0 =

∑n
i=1(1 − zi) be the

number of treated and non-treated observations, respectively, so that n = n1 + n0.
Define sY (1) := n−1

1
∑n
i=1 ziyi to be the average outcome for the treated and sY (0) :=

n−1
0
∑n
i=1(1 − zi)yi to be the average outcome for the non-treated. An unbiased

estimator of the population ate in a rct is

τ̂ATE = sY (1)− sY (0). (2.7)

In observational studies the treatment exposure is not random. Instead, it is
likely that the characteristics that determine exposure also determine potential
outcome. It may be the case that individuals self-select into treatment (that is,
choose their treatment) or that an administrator assign treatments to individuals
with the highest expected gain from treatment. Consequently, Z is dependent on
I and X so (2.4) does not hold. Then E[Y (I, Z,X)|Z = 1] 6= E[Y (I, 1,X)] and
E[Y (I, Z,X)|Z = 0] 6= E[Y (I, 0,X)]. That is, E[Y |Z = z] is not equal to E[Y (z)].
This means that the individuals that received treatment are not comparable to those
who did not. Thereby equation (2.7) yields a biased estimate of the ate.

Example 2.3. The government wants to test a job market program on a group of
unemployed individuals prior to implementing the program nation-wide. The indi-
viduals that apply for the trial of the program are likely part of the subgroup of the
unemployed individuals that have sufficient ability and drive to be accepted to such
programs. Since drive and ability are positively associated with job prospects, a
trial of the program on the self-selected individuals with a comparison to those who
did not participate will overestimate the effectiveness of the job market program.
In other words, the distributions of the potential outcomes of the unemployed indi-
viduals that did not participate in the program are not equal to the distributions of
the potential outcomes for the unemployed people that participated in the program.

A solution to the problem of self-selection into treatment is to estimate the
treatment effect only for the treated individuals.

Definition 2.4 (Average Treatment Effect for the Treated). The popu-
lation average treatment effect for the treated (atet) is

τATET := E[Y (1)− Y (0)|Z = 1]. (2.8)

8



Section 2 Potential Outcomes Framework

The ate and atet are mathematically closely related. By adding and subtract-
ing the unobserved expectation E[Y (0)|Z = 1] to the ate and rearranging terms,
we see that the ate is equal to the atet plus the selection bias:

τATE =
(
E[Y (1)|Z = 1]− E[Y (0)|Z = 0]

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=τAT E

+
(
E[Y (0)|Z = 1]− E[Y (0)|Z = 1]

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0

= E[Y (1)|Z = 1]− E[Y (0)|Z = 0] + E[Y (0)|Z = 1]− E[Y (0)|Z = 1]

=
(
E[Y (1)|Z = 1]− E[Y (0)|Z = 1]

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=τAT ET

+
(
E[Y (0)|Z = 1]− E[Y (0)|Z = 0]

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

selection bias

.

(2.9)

Definition 2.5 (Selection Bias). Selection bias refers to the bias in estimates
introduced by the self-selection of individuals into exposure such that the treatment
assignment is not random. The selection bias is given by

E[Y (0)|Z = 1]− E[Y (0)|Z = 0]. (2.10)

Under independence of potential outcomes and exposure, E[Y (0)|Z = 1] equals
E[Y (0)|Z = 0] and E[Y (1)|Z = 1] equals E[Y (1)|Z = 0]. Hence, in rct’s the
selection bias is zero so that the ate equals atet. The reason is that random
treatment assignment ensures that, on average, pre-treatment outcomes are equal
for the treated and non-treated. In layman terms; treated individuals would have
the same outcomes as the individuals in the control group had they not received
treatment, and vice versa. This is a strong assumption that is not likely to hold
in observational data due to self-selection into treatment. The following example
shows that the atet is also appropriate in cases when the ate is ill-defined.

Example 2.4. A retailer want to see if offering a discount for orders that exceed
a threshold value makes customers place orders above the threshold. High-value
customers are indifferent to the discount since their orders exceed the threshold.
Low-value customers place orders below the threshold and find the threshold too
high to warrant the discount and do not qualify for it. In other words, the pre-
treatment outcome (order value) for the groups are not equal. Since some customers
never qualify for the discount, the ate is not interesting. The interesting estimand
is the effect for the mid-value customers that due to the discount increase their order
values to above the threshold. This is what the atet would estimate.

9



Section 2 Potential Outcomes Framework

The problem with the atet is that E[Y (0)|Z = 1] cannot be observed. Just as
with the ate, the individual treatment effect for the treated is always unobserved.
The solution to this problem is to identify covariates related to both treatment
status and the pre-treatment outcome.

Definition 2.6 (Confounder). A confounder is a covariate that jointly affects
pre-treatment outcome and treatment status, causing spurious relationships.

Remark. Throughout this thesis we assume that X is all confounders. In the job
market program example, drive and ability are confounders since they are correlated
with both career outcome and exposure to the program.

Assumptions. The existence of confounders and the fact that all potential
outcomes cannot be observed require us to make a set of assumptions about the
treatment assignment mechanism, that is, how treatments are assigned, to be able
to get an unbiased estimate the treatment effect from observational data.

Assumption 2.1 (Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption). The Stable
Unit Treatment Value Assumption (sutva) consists of two components:

1. No interference: the treatment status of an individual is unaffected by the
potential outcome of any other individual, meaning P(Z) = P(Z|Y (0), Y (1)).

2. No hidden variations in treatment: For each treatment there exists only a
single form of that treatment. Thereby E[Y (z)] = E[Y |Z = z].

Remark. No interference is equivalent to the assumption that observations are in-
dependent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) samples from P. It implies that a
potential outcome of one individual is not affected by a potential outcome of an-
other individual. No hidden variations in treatment means that the variation in the
treatment is known. Thus, if an individual is assigned Z = z we observe Y (z). The
variation can be with respect to the level of the treatment or the type of treatment.
For example, if we are interested in the effect of smoking on lung cancer, the treated
individuals (those who smoke) should only consists of individuals that smoke one
form of cigarettes. Otherwise we will be averaging over individuals that have been
exposed to different treatments (cigarettes) in the estimation of the effect. If either
sutva component is not satisfied the potential outcomes are not uniquely defined
(Imbens & Rubin, 2015).

10
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Assumption 2.2 (Strong Unconfoundedness). Let X ⊂ Rp be the support of
the joint distribution function PX of X. For the ate, the treatment assignment
mechanism is strongly unconfounded if for all x ∈ X and Z = z ∈ {0, 1},

{Y (1), Y (0)} ⊥ Z|X = x, (2.11)

whereas for the atet it suffices that for x ∈ X and Z = z ∈ {0, 1}

Y (0) ⊥ Z|X = x. (2.12)

Remark. Strong unconfoundedness can also be stated as that for Z = z ∈ {0, 1}

E[Y (z)|Z = z,X] = E[Y (z)|X]. (2.13)

Unconfoundedness1 means that conditional on confounders, the treatment as-
signment is random. Then the potential outcomes are jointly independent with
respect to X so the data behaves as if coming from an rct. The weaker assump-
tion is sufficient for the atet due to that the atet is estimated as the difference
between E[Y (1)|Z = 1] and E[Y (0)|Z = 1] where E[Y (1)|Z = 1] is observable.
Thereby only the non-treated observations need to be unconfounded.

Unconfoundedness is a statement about the conditional distribution PY|X . Since
only one of Yi(1) or Yi(0) is observable for each individual the assumption is empiri-
cally unverifiable. In an rct, the treatment assignment mechanism is controlled by
the researcher. Thereby the assumption can hold by design. In observational stud-
ies, the assumptions may not hold since the treatment assignment is not controlled.

Unconfoundedness is sometimes called selection on observables since the assump-
tion is that the confounders that determine selection into treatment are observable.
This is important since under unobserved confounding, the distribution of the ob-
served data is consistent with multiple possibly contradictory explanations indistin-
guishable from the data (D’Amour, 2019). With unobserved confounding, there is
no way to determine the causal mechanism that has generated the observed data.
Then it is not possible to obtain the true value of the causal estimand no matter the
amount of data. The causal estimand is then said to be unidentifiable. We discuss
identification in further detail at the beginning of Section 3.

1We will for the remainder of the thesis use the shorter term unconfoundedness to refer to strong
unconfoundedness, and similarly, write that the treatment assignment is unconfounded when we
mean strongly unconfounded, unless otherwise stated.
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Under unconfoundness, we can estimate the causal effect by adjusting for the
confounders among treated and non-treated. This leads to the next assumption
about the conditional probability distribution of receiving the treatment.

Assumption 2.3 (Common Support). The common support assumption for the
ate is that for all x ∈ X and z ∈ {0, 1},

0 < P(Z = z|X = x) < 1. (2.14)

For atet the weaker assumption of partial common support is that for all x ∈ X ,

0 < P(X = x) < 1. (2.15)

Remark. The implication of common support is that for z ∈ {0, 1}

E[Y |Z = z,X] = E[Y (z)|Z = z,X]. (2.16)

Remark. The assumption states that the conditional probability distributions PX|Z=1

and PX|Z=0 have common support X . It means that each individual has a positive
probability of receiving the treatment. Partial common support only requires that
there is a positive probability that X takes the value x.

If there for each value x in the data exists both treated and non-treated indi-
viduals, then common support holds by definition. However, a failure of this ad-hoc
test does not reject the common support assumption. That each individual has a
positive probability to receive the treatment does not rule out the possibility that
only similar individuals received the treatment.

A violation of common support may be a statistical problem (the data is not
a random sample from the population) or structural (some individuals in the pop-
ulation never receive the treatment). The structural violation cannot be solved in
observational studies.

Under unconfoundedness and common support, the treatment assignment mech-
anism is said to be strongly ignorable (Rosenbaum & Rubin, 1983), meaning that
how treatments are assignment can be ignored since it is independent of the potential
outcomes. Then the observed treated and non-treated observations are comparable
conditional on the confounder.
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3 Binary Treatments

This section deals with identification and estimation of treatment effects in obser-
vational studies with binary treatments.

Definition 3.1 (Identifiability). A parameter is said to be identifiable if it is a
function of the observed probability distribution.

The definition implies that only for identifiable parameters is it possible to obtain
the true parameter value. Identification is about how much we can learn from an
estimand if we had an infinite amount of data. Statistical inference, on the other
hand, is about how much we can learn about an estimand from a finite sample.
The distinction is important due to the fundamental problem of causal inference;
no amount of data will help us identify the treatment effect unless we impose causal
assumptions. Hence identification of τ does not depend on the sample size but on the
assumptions of the treatment assignment mechanism. For observational studies with
binary treatments, sutva and strong ignorability are sufficient. Only for identifiable
estimands are the statistical issues of estimation and inference relevant.

There are three standard approaches to identification and estimation of binary
treatment effects under sutva and strong ignorability; 1) matching, 2) propensity
score methods, and 3) regression adjustment. All methods are based on adjustment
for confounding but do so in different ways (see Imbens and Rubin (2015) or Hernán
and Robins (2019) for a survey of the methods).

Matching methods. Matching estimators (Rubin, 1973; Heckman et al.,
1997) work as follows: The number of treated and non-treated observations are
counted. Observations in the smaller set are matched with observations with oppo-
site treatment status that have similar values on pre-treatment confounders. The
similarity is estimated with a statistical distance measure such as the Malahanobis
distance to obtain a distance value d. Matching done with a classification algorithm,
commonly k-nearest neighbour (Rubin, 1973) or genetic search (Diamond & Sekhon,
2013). The result is paired observations {yi(1), yj(0)}, i 6= j, for i, j = 1, . . . , nmin
where nmin = min(n1, n0) that are sufficiently similar in terms of d. In that sense,
matching can be viewed as imputing the missing potential outcomes. Unmatched ob-
servations are discarded. The ate is estimated as the difference in the average values
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of the treated and non-treated matched observations. Since (Y (1), Z = 1) is ob-
served, identification of the atet only requires that the counterfactual (Y (0), Z = 1)
is identified and imputed for each treated individual with Y (1).

Propensity score methods. The propensity score method (Rosenbaum &
Rubin, 1983) was developed as a solution to the problem that arise with matching if
X is high-dimensional or take many distinct values. The method is based on taking
differences in outcomes between individuals with similar probability of receiving the
treatment. For each individual the propensity score e(xi) = P(Z|X = xi) is esti-
mated, commonly with a binary (for instance logistic) regression model. Thereby the
treatment assignment mechanism is modelled. Since X are the covariates that de-
termine selection into treatment, the propensity score is the probability of receiving
the treatment. The propensity score is a sufficient statistic for strong ignorability.
This implies that observations of opposite treatment status can be matched on the
scalar e(x) instead of on all p components of X. The ate is then estimated as the
difference in average outcomes among the propensity score matched observations.
The propensity score can be viewed as a one-dimensional measure of confounding.
Thus, taking the difference between outcomes matched on the propensity score re-
duces bias in the estimate of the ate due to confounding.

Regression adjustment. Regression adjustment does not involve matching
or modelling the treatment assignment mechanism. Instead, it is based on the
following idea: Under strong ignorability, Z can be considered exogenous and a
regression function can be used to adjust the estimate of the treatment effect for
confounding and omitted variable bias. Imbens and Wooldridge (2009) show this
by defining the treatment effect τ conditional on X = x:

Lemma 3.1. Define µz(x) := E[Y (z)|X = x], z ∈ {0, 1}, as regression functions
of the potential outcomes conditional on x. We then have that

τ(x) := E[Y (1)− Y (0)|X = x]

= E[Y (1)|X = x]− E[Y (0)|X = x]

= E[Y (1)|Z = 1,X = x]− E[Y (0)|Z = 0,X = x]

= E[Y |Z = 1,X = x]− E[Y |Z = 0,X = x]

= µ1(x)− µ0(x), (3.1)
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where the third equality holds by unconfoundedness and the fourth by common sup-
port.

Remark. The function τ(x), known as the conditional average treatment effect (cate),
is often of interest in itself since it provides an estimate of the ate conditional on in-
dividuals with X = x. It estimates the individual treatment effect for an individual
with characteristics x. The estimand of the cate is E[Y (1)− Y (0)|X].

Lemma 3.2. By the law of iterated expectations, the expected outcome given Z = z

averaged over all X is

E[Y (z)] = E{E[Y (z)|X]} = E{E[Y (z)|Z = z,X]}

= E{E[Y |Z = z, X]}

= E[µz(X)]. (3.2)

Here, E[µz(X)] is a partial mean function (Newey, 1994), which is an average
of a regression function over conditioning variables, here X, while holding others
fixed, in this case z.

Remark. Let PX and PX|Z be the probability distributions of X and of X condi-
tional on Z, respectively. The outer expectation in Lemma 3.2 is with respect to
the marginal distribution of X, that is2

E{E[Y (z)|X]} =
∫
X
E[Y (z)|X = x]dPX(x).

Since the confounder is present, this expectation is not equal to

E[Y |Z = z] =
∫
X
E[Y (z)|X = x]dPX|Z(x|z).

Proposition 3.3. By Lemma 3.1 and 3.2,

τATE := E[Y (1)− Y (0)] = E{E[Y (1)− Y (0)|X]}

= E[µ1(X)− µ0(X)], (3.3)
2We use the abuse of notation E{E[Y (z)|Z = z,X]} for EX{E[Y (z)|Z = z,X]} throughout, that

is, for outer expectations with respect to X. Also, Riemann-Stieltjes integrals are used throughout
where the notation dPX(x) denotes integrating with respect to the distribution function of X.
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τATET := E[Y (1)− Y (0)|Z = 1] = E{E[Y (1)− Y (0)|Z = 1,X]}

= E[µ1(X)− µ0(X)|Z = 1]. (3.4)

It follows that the ate and atet can be estimated if µ(1, ·) and µ(0, ·) are
identified over X , since conditional on X, the sample is random and we can average
over the distribution PY (z)|X . Now, under common support,

E[Y |Z,X] = E[Y (1)|Z,X]Z + E[Y (0)|Z,X](1− Z)

= E[Y (1)|X]Z + E[Y (0)|X](1− Z)

:= µ1(X)Z + µ0(X)(1− Z). (3.5)

That is, µz(X) = E[Y |Z,X] is identified for all x ∈ X since under common
support the regression function only consists of observable quantities from the data.

Regression adjustment estimators use result (3.5) together with Proposition 3.3.
Obtain µ̂1(X) by regressing X on Y in the treated subsample and obtain µ̂0(X)
by regressing X on Y in the non-treated subsample. With each response function,
predict the outcomes over all realized values of X in the full sample. The regression
function should be chosen by theory and data and need not be the same for the
subsamples. Given that µ1(·) and µ0(·) are consistent estimators,

τ̂ATE = 1
n

n∑
i=1

(
µ̂1(xi)− µ̂0(xi)

)
, (3.6)

τ̂ATET = 1∑n
i=1 zi

∑
i:zi=1

(
µ̂1(xi)− µ̂0(xi)

)
, (3.7)

will be consistent estimates of the respective estimands.
Regression adjustment estimates the treatment effect conditional on the realized

values of the confounders. If the population consists of individuals with different
values of X than in the sample, the estimate will not be representative of the
population. If the sample of individuals is random, then the sample values of X
will on average be representative of the population. Since observational samples are
seldom random, these estimators are often used for sample inference. Only under
certain circumstances do they generalize to the population (Rosenbaum, 2010). This
is not a drawback, but rather a feature of working with observational data.
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4 Continuous Treatments

Many treatments take continuous values. Examples include drugs with a recom-
mended dose or price promotions of varying depth. Discretising such treatments
neglects the relationship between dose and response. Then Z ∈ Z = (zmin, zmax),
where Z ⊂ R is a finite real interval. The potential outcomes consists of the set
of real-valued outcomes Y = {Y (z) : z ∈ Z} where Y (z) is the potential outcome
that would be observed under exposure at level z. For a given individual, Yi(z) is a
potential outcome path indexed by z ∈ Z. By the fundamental problem of causal
inference, the potential outcome path is not observable. We can only observe the
potential outcome Yi(Z) for the realized level of Z for individual i. We call the
n × 1 vector z = (z1, z2, . . . , zn)′ containing a treatment level for each individual a
treatment regime. A treatment regime need not be set by an administrator as in an
rct; a treatment regime can also consist self-selected treatment levels.

Let z0,i ∈ Z denote a treatment level for individual i different from zi. The
unobserved counterfactuals are y(cf)

i = (yi(z0,i), zi 6= z0,i) for all z0,i ∈ Z. In this
setting, the individual generalized treatment effect is given by difference between
yi(zi) and whichever counterfactual (yi(z0,i), zi), zi 6= z0,i, that we want to com-
pare the outcome yi(zi) to. Since there are now more than two potential outcomes,
Definition 2.2 of the ate is not informative. We thereby introduce the average gen-
eralized treatment effect as the average of the potential outcomes of one treatment
level less the average of the potential outcomes of another treatment level.

Definition 4.1 (Average Generalized Treatment Effect). The population
average generalized treatment effect (agte) of treatment level z relative z0 is given
by

τAGTE(z, z0) := E[Y (z)− Y (z0)]. (4.1)

Remark. The corresponding population conditional average generalized treatment
effect (cagte) given X = x is

τCAGTE(z, z0,x) := E[Y (z)− Y (z0)|X = x]. (4.2)

In the definition of the agte and cagte the treatment levels are fixed across
individuals. This may not be the case in observational data since it is unlikely
that all individuals would self-select the same level of a continuous treatment. It is
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more likely that the status quo (observed) treatment regime consists of treatment
levels that vary over individuals. However, since Z is continuous, it has infinitely
many distinct values, and consequently, there exists infinitely many possible treat-
ment regimes. It is not obvious which two treatment regimes should be compared
when estimating the agte. In some applications it may be most useful to estimate
the effect of the status quo treatment regime for the treated individuals relative if
they received no treatment. The following example demonstrates when this is the
interesting estimand.

Example 4.1. A retailer wants to know the effect of a promotional campaign.
Implicitly, the retailer then asks what the effect has been of that specific campaign
in comparison to if the campaign would not had taken place. The retailer is not
interested in the effect of promotions in general. Further, the retailer does not ask
what the effect would have been if the promotions had been assigned differently.
If the campaign was targeted to a group of customers, the retailer only wants to
know effect for the targeted customers, not what the effect would have been if the
promotions had been assigned to all of their customers. Thereby, the goal is to make
inferences of the effect of the observed treatments levels on the treated individuals.

Definition 4.2 (Average Generalized Treatment Effect of the Treated).
The average generalized treatment effect for the treated (agtet) of the observed
treatment levels relative no treatment is given by

τAGTET (Z, 0) := E[Y (Z)− Y (0)|Z > 0]. (4.3)

Assumptions. The assumptions required for identification of the estimands
are different from in the binary setting. Hirano and Imbens (2004) introduced the
concept of weak unconfoundedness for continuous treatments:

Assumption 4.1 (Weak Unconfoundedness). The treatment assignment mech-
anism is weakly unconfounded if for all x ∈ X and each z ∈ Z

Y (z) ⊥ Z|X = x. (4.4)

Remark. Weak unconfoundness implies that for all x ∈ X and each z ∈ Z,

E[Y (z)|Z = z,X = x] = E[Y (z)|X = x]. (4.5)
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This assumption is weaker than strong unconfoundedness since it does not as-
sume joint independence of the potential outcomes Y, but only conditional indepen-
dence of the potential outcome Y (z) given the treatment level. We further assume
that Y (z) is continuous in z and that the triplets (Yi, Zi,Xi) are i.i.d. for all in-
dividuals in the sample and population. The common support for continuous Z is
that 0 < P(Z ∈ Z|X = x) < 1 for all x ∈ X in the population of interest with
the implication that E[Y |Z = z,X] = E[Y (z)|Z = z,X] for all z ∈ Z. This means
that every member of the population has some possibility to receive any dose of the
treatment. sutva still applies, but with a continuous treatment the assumption of
no interference is that P(zi) = P(zi|Y (zi), Y (zj)) for each individual i 6= j.

Infeasibility of standard binary treatment methods. The methods for
estimating treatment effects with binary treatments cannot be used for continuous
treatments. Matching becomes infeasible as the number of unique values that Z
take increase, since for each observed z ∈ (zmin, zmax) the observed outcomes must
be matched on all p components of X = (X1, X2, . . . , Xp)′. Thus if Z take many
distinct values in Z, the data at or close to any value z in the space will be sparse.
Stated in this way, we see that matching also becomes harder as the dimension of
X increase or if X has continuous components. The likelihood of finding matches
in this situation is low. Further problems arise if we want to estimate the joint and
individual treatment effects when there are multiple treatments. Then the number
of required matches increases further. Also, matching estimators cannot identify
the joint effect of treatments if individuals in the sample are not exposed to them
simultaneously. Propensity score matching alleviate these problems somewhat by
matching on the scalar e(x) instead of on the vector x. Still, there is no guar-
antee that there exists identical values of e(X) for each treatment level z. The
regression adjustment method of fitting one regression model per treatment level is
infeasible since it for a continuous treatment implies an infinite number of models.
Dichotomising the treatment and fitting one model to the treated and another to
the non-treated neglects the dose-response relationship inherit to continuous treat-
ments. It also makes it impossible to estimate the agte for two non-zero levels of
the treatment. In the next section we show that adapting the regression adjustment
method to the continuous treatment setting solves these problems.
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4.1 The Dose-Response Function

Definition 4.3 (Dose Response Function). The dose-response function (drf)
is a function f : Z × X → Y that belongs to a convex class of functions F such
that Y (Z) = Y (I, Z,X) = f(Z,X) + ε where ε is assumed to be approximately
distributed3 as N (0, σ2).

The drf4 takes as arguments a treatment level z ∈ Z ⊂ Rk and covariates
x ∈ X ⊂ Rp and returns the expected value of the potential outcome Y (z) ∈ Y ⊂ R
associated with that treatment level conditional on x. Here, k > 1 corresponds to
the multiple treatment case. In this section we only consider a single treatment to
not let technical details distract from the concepts. We return to the case k > 1 in
the remaining subsections.

Although Y (Z) = Y (I, Z,X) depend on the random individual I, the con-
founders X contain all information about individuals. Thereby the drf does not
need to take I as input. Under appropriate regularity conditions and assumptions
of continuity and smoothness of f ∈ F , we have that

E[Y |Z = zi,X = xi] = E[Y (zi)|Z = zi,X = xi]

= E[Y (zi)|X = xi]

= E[f(zi,X) + εi|X = xi]

= f(zi,xi), (4.6)

where the first equality follows from common support, the second by weak uncon-
foundedness, the third by the definition of the drf, and the last from the linearity
property of expectation together with E[εi] = 0 and that f(z,x) is not random. This
shows that f(zi,xi) is an individual’s expected outcome conditional on a treatment
level and confounders. The drf is analogous to the regression functions µz(·) for
binary treatments but instead of one function per treatment level, a single function
is used for all treatment levels.

A related function is the average of the drf over all individuals in the population.
3Since the data is observational Z and X are random. Hence the error term only follow this

distribution conditional on Z andX. For simpler notation we will by abuse of notation not condition
on these covariates in relevant derivations although that is implicitly understood.

4The life-sciences has a long history of modelling responses to treatment doses with drf’s, see
for instance Altshuler (1981) or Wang (2015). Armstrong and Kolesár (2018); Hill (2011); Zhang
et al. (2016); Zhu et al. (2014) consider a similar method to us, although they do not call it a drf.
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Definition 4.4 (Average Dose Response Function). The average dose-response
function (adrf) is a partial mean function µ(·) : R → R that maps a scalar treat-
ment level z to its associated population mean potential outcome E[Y (z)]. Using
result (4.6), the adrf is given by

E[Y (z)] = E{E[Y (z)|X]} = E[f(z,X)]

=
∫
X
f(z,x)dPX(x)

= µ(z). (4.7)

Assuming all individuals have identical drf’s, evaluating the adrf for all z ∈ Z
gives the curve of the mean potential outcomes over individuals as the treatment
takes all of its possible values (Hill, 2011). If the sample consists of random draws
from the population, the adrf can also be viewed as a function that returns the
expected potential outcomes for a randomly sampled individual.

Averaging the adrf over Z gives the population mean potential outcome,

E[µ(Z)] =
∫ zmax

zmin

∫
X
f(z,x)dPX(x)dPZ|X(z|x) (4.8)

where PZ|X is the conditional distribution of a treatment level given the confounders.
Similarly, we can obtain the mean potential outcome over individuals with fixed
covariate values x by averaging the conditional potential outcomes over Z,

E[Y (Z)|X = x] = E[f(Z,x)] =
∫ zmax

zmin

f(z,x)dPZ|X(z|x). (4.9)

Expression (4.9) gives the mean response to the treatment for individuals with
the same values on the confounders. We now formulate one of the thesis’ main ideas.

Proposition 4.2 (Counterfactual prediction). The drf f(Z,X) returns the
conditional expected potential outcome E[Y (Z)|X] = E[Y (I, Z,X)|X] for any indi-
vidual I in the population given a treatment level Z and covariates X.

Proof. The proof follows directly from Definition 4.3 and result (4.6).

The proposition implies that if we can learn f , then by changing Z while holding
X fixed we can estimate all potential outcomes for a given individual. If we fix Z and
vary X, then we can estimate how treatment responses vary with individual-level
characteristics.
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Model selection. In real life f may be complex and nonlinear. In principle it
can be any supervised learning algorithm or regression function that belongs to F .
Guidance in model selection is thereby important. In machine learning, the perfor-
mance of a prediction model is most commonly assessed on its expected prediction
risk when applied to new data according to some loss L. Perhaps the most common
loss function in this instance is the squared error loss, which here corresponds to
the mean squared error. Given that the drf captures the functional relationship
between treatment and response, f should be chosen such that it minimizes

E[L(Y, f(Z,X))] = E[(Y − f(Z,X))2]

=
∫
X

∫ zmax

zmin

∫
Y

(
y − f(z,x)

)2
dPY |Z,X(y|z,x)dPZ|X(z|x)dPX(x).

(4.10)

Data-splitting is routinely used in machine learning to not overfit a prediction
model to sample data. Randomly split observations in the data D into a training
sample T that the models are fitted on and a validation sample V, where D = T ∪V
and |V| + |T | = |D| = n. Here, |A| denotes the cardinality of the set A, that is,
the number of elements (observations) in the set. An estimator of (4.10) is then the
estimated f -risk (Schuler et al., 2018), given by

f̂ -risk = 1
|V|

|V|∑
i∈V

(
yi − f(zi,xi)

)2
, (4.11)

Thus, arg minf∈F f̂ -risk implies that f is chosen such that the risk of using a sub-
optimal drf in the prediction sense is minimized.

A test set S can be used to test the performance of the choice of f that minimizes
the f -risk. Note that S should be independent of D but have the same probability
distribution. This can be accomplished by holding out a share of the total n obser-
vations for S, which is known as the holdout method. Cross-validation may also be
used for model selection (with or without the test set), where the training-validation
process is repeated for a pre-specified number of rounds of different data splits. The
risk is estimated for each round and then averaged over all rounds.

A complete discussion of the choice of f is beyond the scope of this thesis.
We can nonetheless mention some suggestions from the literature for binary treat-
ments and randomized treatment assignments. Some non-parametric suggestion are
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bayesian additive regression trees (Hill, 2011), variants of random forests (Athey &
Imbens, 2016; Wager & Athey, 2018; Athey et al., 2019; Oprescu et al., 2018), deep
neural networks (Hartford et al., 2017) and kernel smoothing functions (Kennedy et
al., 2017). Parametric suggestions are an appropriately specified generalized linear
model, generalized additive model (Zhang et al., 2016) or a model based on gener-
alized estimating equations (also known as M -estimators). If p+k > n, then lasso
or regularization may be used. We recommend the researcher to let subject-matter
expertise and relevant domain theory guide their choice of f since the assumptions
of a specific model may not be justified in a given application. Despite the attrac-
tiveness of supervised learning algorithms, we warn against blindly applying such
automatic data-driven models, since causal identification is different from prediction
in that f ∈ F must be unbiased, consistent, include relevant confounders, and have
correct functional specification of the relation between treatment and response.

Having chosen a drf, the problem is to decide which pretreatment covariates
to include as confounders. This will have a large influence on the estimate of the
treatment effect since unbiased estimation assumes that the treatment assignment
is unconfounded. This means that all relevant confounders, but not intermediate
outcomes, should be included. Then the estimate of the treatment effect is condi-
tioned on all alternative causes. Correct selection of these covariates typically require
knowledge of the causal structure of the data generating process. Such knowledge
is possible to have in rct’s where the researcher sample individuals, chooses and
assigns treatments, and then controls the values of the confounders. This is not the
case in observational studies due to that the data is produced in an environment
beyond the control of the researcher. The problem of covariate selection in observa-
tional studies is especially difficult if the dimension of X is large. Then, algorithms
for data-driven selection of confounders can be used. We refer to the algorithms by
Luna et al. (2011); Schnitzer et al. (2016); Persson et al. (2017); Häggström (2018)
and their respective references for details and implementation.

4.2 Identification

In this section we show that the drf point identifies the causal estimands. It is
assumed throughout that f is the true drf and that sutva, weak unconfoundedness
and common support for continuous treatments hold.
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Theorem 4.3. The drf identifies the cagte, agte and the agtet of the observed
treatment levels relative no treatment.

Proof. Suppose z and z0 are the treatment levels of interest. We begin with the
cagte. Assuming that f is the true drf, by (4.6),

τCAGTE(z, z0,x) := E[Y (z)− Y (z0)|X = x]

:= E[
(
f(z,x) + ε

)
−
(
f(z0,x) + ε0

)
]

= f(z,x)− f(z0,x), (4.12)

which we were supposed to show. Here, ε 6= ε0 but E[ε] = E[ε0] = 0. The agte is
obtained by averaging the cagte over X . By (4.7),

τAGTE(z, z0) := E[Y (z)− Y (z0)] = E{E[Y (z)− Y (z0)|X]}

= E{E[Y (z)|X]− E[Y (z0)|X]}

= E[f(z,X)− f(z0,X)]

= µ(z)− µ(z0). (4.13)

Finally, the agtet of the observed treatment levels relative no treatment is

τAGTET (Z, 0) := E[Y (Z)− Y (0)|Z > 0]

= E{E[Y (Z)− Y (0)|Z > 0,X]}

= E{E[Y (Z)|Z > 0,X]− E[Y (0)|Z > 0,X]}

= E[f(Z,X)− f(0,X)|Z > 0]. (4.14)

Hence we have shown that the drf identifies the estimands of interest.

Expressions (4.12) and (4.13) show that the same estimated potential outcomes
can be used for the agte as the cagte. The only difference between the estimands
is that the agte averages out the variation in the cagte that arises by conditioning
on different values of X. Expression (4.13) further shows that the agte is equal to
the difference in the adrf evaluated at the levels for which we want to estimate the
agte. Note that the adrf, agte and the agtet are functionals since they take as
argument the function f evaluated over the whole support X .

Several easy to derive results follow from Theorem 4.3.
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Corollary 4.4. Let Z = z ∈ {0, 1} be an indicator variable of treatment exposure
and let the true drf be a linear regression function. Then the agte is equal to the
ate and is given by the parameter τ for Z.

Proof. Assume that f(Z,X) = α+ τZ+Xβ is the true drf. Since Z = z ∈ {0, 1},
there are only two potential outcomes Y (1) and Y (0). Under strong ignorability,
the regression parameters are interpreted as the effect of a one unit increase in the
associated covariate holding the other covariates fixed. Thus, the proof is complete
if the agte is equal to τ . We have that

τAGTE(z, z0) = E[Y (1)− Y (0)]

= E[f(1,X) + ε− (f(0,X) + ε0)]

= E[(α+ τ × 1 +Xβ + ε)− (α+ τ × 0 +Xβ + ε0)]

= E[τ ] = τ, (4.15)

which was to be shown.

Corollary 4.5. If the true drf is a linear regression function without treatment
interactions, then for treatment levels z and z0, the agte of z relative z0 is equal to
τ(z − z0).

Proof. Assume that f(z,X) = α+ τz +Xβ is the true drf. Then

τAGTE(z, z0) = E[Y (z)− Y (z0)]

= E[(α+ τz +Xβ + ε)− (α+ τz0 +Xβ + ε0)]

= E[τz − τz0] = τ(z − z0), (4.16)

which was to be shown.

Theorem 4.3 implies that by supplying the drf individual-specific treatment
levels zi and z0,i and confounders xi, the drf identifies the cagte for individual i.
The following corollaries use this result.

Corollary 4.6. If the true drf is a linear model with parameter τh for the treatment-
covariate interaction, then the expected heterogeneity in response to treatment level z
between individuals i and j with characteristics xi and xj is given by (zx′i−zx′j)τh.
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Proof. Assume that f(z,xi) = α+ τz + x′iβ + zx′jτ
h is the true drf. Then

τCAGTE(z,xi,xj) = E[Yi(z)|X = xi]− E[Yj(z)|X = xj ]

= f(z,xi)− f(z,xj)

= (α+ τz + x′iβ + zx′iτ
h)− (α+ τz + x′jβ + zx′jτ

h)

= zx′iτ
h − zx′jτh = (zx′i − zx′j)τh, (4.17)

which was to be shown.

The above corollaries assume that the drf is a linear regression function. Al-
though unrealistic, it simplifies the derivations so that the focus is on the intuition.
Corollary 4.4 shows that the agte is equal to the ate when Z is binary. Thereby
the agte is a generalization of the ate. Corollary 4.5 shows that for a linear f ,
the agte is a linear function of τ and the treatment levels for the estimand. Corol-
lary 4.6 shows that the expected heterogeneity in the treatment effect between two
different individuals is also a linear function if f is linear.

The counterfactual prediction method allows for estimation of effects from mul-
tiple treatments. The value of the evaluated drf is a scalar no matter the number
of treatments and confounders. Thereby estimation of the agte and cagte for
multiple treatments is similar to the single treatment case. The following corollary
shows that the counterfactual prediction method identifies the individual treatment
or joint treatment cagte from several individual-specific treatment levels.

Corollary 4.7. Let {zi, z0,i} ∈ Rk be values of k continuous treatments for in-
dividual i from the n × k multivariate treatment regimes Z and Z0. Suppose
that the true drf is a linear regression function without treatment interactions.
If zil 6= z0,il for all k treatments, then the cagte of zi relative z0,i is given by∑k
l=1 τl(zil − z0,il) = τ ′(zi − z0,i). If only treatment l differ between the regimes,

that is,

Z =


z11 z12 . . . z1l . . . z1k

z21 z22 . . . z1l . . . z2k
...

... . . . ... . . . ...
zn1 zn2 . . . znl . . . znk

 , Z0 =


z11 z12 . . . z0,1l . . . z1k

z21 z22 . . . z0,1l . . . z2k
...

... . . . ... . . . ...
zn1 zn2 . . . z0,nl . . . znk

 ,

then the cagte of treatment l is τl(zil − z0,il).
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Proof. Assume that f(zi,xi) = α+z′iτ +x′iβ is true. For zil 6= z0,il for l = 1, . . . , k,
we have that

τCAGTE(Z,Z0,xi) = E[Yi(zi)− Yi(z0,i)|X = xi]

= (α+ z′iτ + x′iβ)− (α+ z′0,iτ + x′iβ)

= z′iτ − z′0,iτ

= z′iτ − z′0,iτ = τ ′(zi − z0,i), (4.18)

which was to be shown. We now consider the case that only treatment l differ
between Z and Z0. If we decompose

∑k
l=1 τlzil into τlzil +

∑k
s 6=l τszis then

τ lCAGTE(Z,Z0,xi) = E[Yi(zi)− Yi(z0,i)|X = xi]

= (α+
k∑
l=1

τlzil + x′iβ)− (α+ τlz0,il +
k∑
s6=l

τszis + x′iβ)

=
k∑
l=1

τlzil − τlz0,il −
k∑
s 6=l

τszis

= τlzil +
k∑
s 6=l

τszis − τlz0,il −
k∑
s6=l

τszis

= τlzil − τlz0,il = τl(zil − z0,il), (4.19)

which was also to be shown.

Remark. The joint cagtet for k treatments relative no treatment on any of the
treatments, meaning z0,i = 0, is z′iτ . The cagtet of treatment l relative no
treatment on treatment l, meaning z0,il = 0, is τlzil.

All of the above derivations show that the cagte simplifies to a linear function
of τ when f is a linear regression function. Such simplifications do not arise for a
non-linear drf. For instance, even in the simple non-linear case that f(zi,xi) =
exp(α+ τzi + x′iβ) with z ∈ {0, 1}, we get that

τCAGTE(z, z0,xi) = E[exp(α+ τ + x′iβ + εi)− exp(α+ x′iβ + ε0,i)],

which cannot be simplified further.
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4.3 Estimation

Estimating the adrf. A problem in estimating the adrf is that only one
potential outcome is observed for each individual. Since individuals may self-select
the treatment level, the regression curve f(Z,X) does not have a causal interpreta-
tion and is in general not equal to the causal adrf given by E[f(Z,X)]. However,
if Z would be independent of Y (Z) as in an rct, then the individuals at each value
z would be a random draw from the population and the regression curve would
coincide with the adrf. Although we can state a mathematical expression of the
adrf, it is not obvious how to estimate it in observational studies. Our solution is
that by Proposion 4.2, the drf can predict the potential outcomes for the treatment
levels that each individual in the sample did not receive. Then the potential out-
come paths can be estimated for all individuals and we can average the predicted
potential outcomes ŷi(z) = f(z,xi) for all z ∈ Z over the empirical distribution of
X to obtain the adrf5. The result will be the estimated sample adrf.

Definition 4.5 (Counterfactual Prediction ADRF Estimator). The coun-
terfactual prediction estimator of the adrf at treatment level z is

µ̂f (z) := 1
n

n∑
i=1

f(z,xi). (4.20)

It is clear that predicting yi(z) for a larger number of values of Z when using
this estimator results in a smoother curve for the estimated adrf.

Estimating the agte. The estimator of agte is obtained by evaluating
the adrf at the two levels for which want to estimate the agte and taking their
difference.

Definition 4.6 (Counterfactual Prediction AGTE Estimator). The coun-
terfactual prediction estimator of the agte of treatment level z relative z0 is

τ̂AGTE(z, z0) := 1
n

n∑
i=1

(
f(z,xi)− f(z0,xi)

)
. (4.21)

5We will in some contexts write ŷi(z) for f(z,xi) to emphasize that the expected value of a
potential outcome as given by the drf is a predicted value.
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Remark. The estimator of the cagte at X = x is obtained by fixing X at x:

τ̂CAGTE(z, z0,x) := 1
n

n∑
i=1

(
f(z,x)− f(z0,x)

)
. (4.22)

Heterogeneity in treatment effects is estimated by taking the difference between
f(z,xi) and f(z,xj), that is, the potential outcomes at the same treatment level for
different individuals with a drf that captures the confounder-treatment interaction.

Estimating the agtet. To estimate (4.14), compute the average difference
between the fitted values of the realized outcomes ŷi and f(0,xi) over the individuals
that received treatment. However, since the effect is estimated for the observed
treatments for which we know the true values, it might make more sense to use the
realized potential outcomes rather than their predicted values. Thus, an alternative
but equivalent estimator weights the predicted counterfactuals with the residual.
Specifically, we have that yi(zi) = f(zi,xi)+ei and ŷi(zi) = f(zi,xi) since E[εi] = 0.
Because yi(zi)− ŷi(zi) = ei 6= 0, the prediction f(0,xi) should be weighted with ei if
we wish to compare it to the observed outcome yi under the status quo treatment.

Definition 4.7 (Counterfactual Prediction AGTET Estimator). The coun-
terfactual prediction estimator of the agtet of the observed treatments relative no
treatment is given by

τ̂
(adj)
AGTET (Z, 0) := 1∑n

i=1 1(zi > 0)
∑
i:zi>0

(
yi − f (adj)(0,xi)

)
. (4.23)

Remark. Let {zi}ni=1 be the status quo treatments. The estimator is derived as:

τ̂
(adj)
AGTET (Z, 0) := 1∑n

i=1 1(zi > 0)
∑
i:zi>0

((
f(zi,xi)− f(0,xi)

)
× yi
f(zi,xi)

)

= 1∑n
i=1 1(zi > 0)

∑
i:zi>0

(
yi − f(0,xi)×

yi
f(zi,xi)

)

= 1∑n
i=1 1(zi > 0)

∑
i:zi>0

(
yi − f (adj)(0,xi)

)
. (4.24)

Here, yi/f(z,xi) is the error adjustment factor that weights the predicted counter-
factual potential outcome ŷi(0) = f(0,xi) with the prediction error ei and f (adj)(·,X) =
f(·,X)× (Y/f(Z,X)) is the error adjusted drf.
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Since the average is taken over the scalars {f(zi,xi)}ni=1 these estimators works
for arbitrarily high-dimensional confounding as long as f(z,xi) is estimable.

External validity. The obtained estimates may not approximate the popula-
tion quantities well if the values of Z and X in the sample are different from those
in the population. The precision of a predicted potential outcome f(z,x) for values
(z,x) not in the data depends on if there exists an individual i in the data with
values (zi,xi) that are similar to (z,x). In other words, the true values of pre-
dicted potential outcomes for values of Z and X outside the space of the data are
unknown. Thereby the errors of such predictions are also unknown. This problem
is not specific to causal inference, but arises in any out-of-sample prediction. The
estimators may then be used only for sample inference or the population can be
redefined to a subgroup that the data cover. If interest is still in the population
effect, the user may generate synthetic data D̃ = {(z̃j , x̃j)}ñj=1, j 6= i ∈ D, for ñ
hypothetical individuals with values of Z and X that approximate the values of
the individuals in population that are missing in the sample, and then estimate the
quantity of interest on the redefined data given by D ∪ D̃.

Estimand precision. We now turn to validation of the causal estimands.
Treatment effects most often varies with individuals. Hence, the optimal drf is
the one that best captures the treatment effect heterogeneity, as measured by the
variance in cagte over X. More formally, the optimal drf is the one that for some
z, z0 ∈ Z minimizes the τ -risk (Hill, 2011; Schuler et al., 2018) of f given by

τ -risk :=
∫
X

(
τCAGTE(z, z0,x)− τ̂CAGTE(z, z0,x)

)2
dPX(x). (4.25)

By the fundamental problem of causal inference the true τCAGTE(z, z0,x) cannot be
observed. Hence the τ -risk is inestimable. A feasible compromise is to validate the
estimated causal quantities on the basis of f -risk shown in expression (4.11). The
justification for substituting the τ -risk with the f -risk is that a model that perfectly
predicts potential outcomes also perfectly models the catge. However, since the
f -risk metric is based on the drf it suffers from that it cannot measure the precision
of predictions of potential outcomes not in the data. As mentioned, this means that
an estimated catge for values of Z and X not in the data has unknown error. We
refer to Schuler et al. (2018) for alternative methods that alleviate this problem.
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4.4 Implementation

Using the estimators requires counterfactual potential outcomes. Algorithm 1 shows
a procedure for predicting counterfactual potential outcomes for any treatment level.
Here, y denotes the n× 1 vector of realized outcomes and y(z) denotes a vector of
the predicted outcomes.

Algorithm 1: Counterfactual potential outcome prediction

Input : A drf f , data D = {(yi, zi,xi)}ni=1 and a finite set Z̃ ⊂ Z of
treatment levels of a single treatment.

Output: Predicted counterfactual outcomes ŷ(z(cf)).

1 Fit f(z,X) to the observed outcomes y ∈ D.
2 foreach z ∈ Z̃ do
3 Set D(cf) ← D
4 foreach z

(cf)
i ∈ D(cf), i = 1, . . . , n do

5 Set z(cf)
i ← z

6 end
7 return ŷ

(
z(cf)) = f

(
z(cf),X

)
by predicting y(cf) given data D(cf)

8 end

Algorithm 1 consists of two stages: In the first step, the drf is fitted to the
observed data D. If f is parametric, the parameters of f are estimated. In the
second stage, the counterfactual potential outcomes are estimated. The user has
supplied a set Z̃ of |Z̃| treatment levels for which potential outcomes should be
estimated. To estimate the agte of two counterfactual treatment levels, the user
supplies z1 and z2 so that |Z̃| = 2. To estimate the agtet relative no treatment, set
z = 0. To estimate the adrf, supply a sufficient amount of treatment levels to make
the estimated adrf smooth. For each level z ∈ Z̃, the observed data D are copied
to the counterfactual data D(cf). The dose z is assigned to D(cf) and the predicted
potential outcomes ŷi(z) = f(z,xi) are obtained by estimating the responses using
D(cf). The process is repeated for the next z in Z̃.

Algorithm 2 estimates potential outcomes from multiple treatments. We con-
sider estimation of two types of potential outcomes in the multiple treatment case.
The first is the potential outcome corresponding to when one treatment has a coun-
terfactual level but the remaining treatments are as observed. The second is the
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potential outcome corresponding to that all treatments are set to counterfactual
levels.

It is difficult to imagine an adrf in the multiple treatment setting. Even if a
multiple treatment adrf would be of practical use, it would require a very large
number of predictions, since for each treatment the user must estimate the poten-
tial outcomes from all elements of Z̃. The multiple treatment setting also creates
the possibility of different combinations of counterfactuals across treatments, which
further increases the number of required predictions. Thereby Algorithm 2 is meant
for estimation of the agte or cagte, not the adrf.

Algorithm 2: Multi-treatment counterfactual potential outcome predic-
tion
Input : drf f , data D = {(yi, zi,xi)}ni=1, and a k-dimensional vector of

treatments z0 containing doses {z0,l}kl=1.
Output: Predicted counterfactual outcomes ŷ(z(cf)

l ) for each treatment
l = 1, . . . , k and predicted counterfactual outcomes y(z(cf)) of
simultaneous counterfactual treatments on all k treatments.

1 Fit f(z,X) to the observed outcomes y ∈ D.
2 foreach zl ∈ z, l = 1, . . . , k do
3 Set D(cf)

l ← D
4 foreach z

(cf)
il ∈ D(cf)

l , i = 1, . . . , n do
5 Set z(cf)

il ← z0,l

6 end
7 return ŷ

(
z(cf)) = f

(
z(cf),X

)
by predicting y(cf) given data D(cf)

l

8 end
9 Set D(cf) ← D

10 foreach zl ∈ z, l = 1, . . . , k do
11 foreach z

(cf)
il ∈ D(cf), i = 1, . . . , n do

12 Set z(cf)
il ← z0,l

13 end
14 end
15 return ŷ

(
z0
)

= f
(
z(cf),X

)
by predicting y(cf) given data D(cf)
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Algorithm 2 consists of three stages: In the first stage, f is fitted to the observed
outcomes y(z). Here, y(z) denotes the n× 1 vector of potential outcomes realized
under the k treatments the individual are exposed to. In the algorithm’s second
stage, counterfactual potential outcomes are estimated for the case that treatment l
would have had level z0,l instead of the observed zl but the remaining k−1 treatments
would have had their respective observed treatment levels. First, the copy data
D(cf)
l of D are assigned the supplied counterfactual level z0,l for treatment l. The

counterfactual potential outcomes ŷ(z(cf)) are estimated using f on D(cf)
l . Stage

two is repeated for each of the k treatments. In the third stage, the counterfactual
potential outcomes are estimated for the case that all k treatments would jointly
receive their respective counterfactual treatment levels. A copy dataset D(cf) of the
observed data D is created and all observed k treatment levels are replaced with
their respective counterfactual treatment levels. After all treatment levels have been
replaced, the predicted potential outcomes ŷ(z(cf)) are obtained with by predicting
the responses using the counterfactual data D(cf). If k = 1, meaning that there is
only one treatment, then stage two and three will perform the same procedure.

For error adjusted estimation of the agtet of the status quo treatment regime
relative no treatment, the returned expected counterfactual potential outcomes
ŷ(z0) = f(z(cf),X) should be multiplied with y(z)/ŷ(z) = y(z)/f(z,X), that
is, the observed outcomes divided by the fitted values of the observed outcomes.

Data-splitting approach. Data-splitting can be used in the prediction of the
counterfactual outcomes and evaluation of the causal estimands. The user supplies
training data T and validation data V as inputs to the algorithms instead of the full
sample of observed data D. In the first stage of the algorithms, f is fitted to T . In
the second stage, all rows and columns of V are assigned to V(cf), or V(cf)

l in the case
of stage 2 of the Algorithm 2. Then the counterfactual levels of the treatments are
assigned to these counterfactual validation datasets from which the counterfactual
potential outcomes are predicted. The adrf, agte or agtet is then estimated on
the observations in the validation data.

If the data-splitting approach is used, the inferential methods explained in the
next section should also be estimated on the validation data. This is done simply
by evaluating the estimators over the observations in the validation set. Since the
principle of the estimators are the same but the notation becomes more complex
with data-splitting, all methods are presented as if data-splitting is not used.
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4.5 Inference

The estimated adrf or agte is a random variable. Thus, statements about the
population value of the estimand requires an uncertainty interval6. Using asymp-
totic theory, we can obtain normal-based asymptotically valid uncertainty intervals.
Formally, let τ denote the true value of any of the causal estimands and let λα/2 be
the α/2 quantile of the t-distribution. We wish to estimate an interval such that

P
(
τ ∈

[
τ̂ ± λα/2 × S[τ̂ ]

])
= 1− α, (4.26)

where S[τ̂ ] := seτ̂ is the standard error of the estimate. We first consider the adrf.
Let z be the dose of a single treatment. Given that the observed outcomes

{Yi}ni=1 are i.i.d. and f is
√
n-consistent, then by the law of large numbers (LLN)7,

µ̂f (z) := 1
n

n∑
i=1

f(z,xi)
a.s.−→ E[f(z,X)] := µ(z), as n→∞, (4.27)

and by the central limit theorem (CLT),

√
n
(
µ̂f (z)− µ(z)

) d.−→ N
(
0,V[µ̂f (z)]

)
, as n→∞, (4.28)

where V[µ̂f (z)] is the asymptotic variance for the estimated adrf evaluated at the
treatment level z.

Proposition 4.8. A two-sided (1−α)×100 percent confidence interval for the adrf
at Z = z is given by

Iµ(z)
1−α := µ̂f (z)± λα/2 × S[µ̂f (z)], (4.29)

where λα/2 := tn−(p+k)(α/2) is the α/2 quantile of the t-distribution with n− (p+k)
degrees of freedom and S[µ̂f (z)] is the asymptotic standard error of µ̂f (z).

The sample adrf at z is computed by averaging {f(z,xi)}ni=1 over the empirical
distribution ofX. This means that the standard error of the estimated sample adrf
at z is equal to the standard error of f(z,xi) = ŷi(z), where the variability stems
from the sample variation in X. We will return how to estimate this.

6We use the term uncertainty interval to refer to any type of interval estimate that reflects the
variability in the estimate around the population value, here confidence and prediction intervals.

7We use the notation a.s.−→ for almost sure convergence and d.−→ for convergence in distribution.
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We now consider confidence intervals of the agte and agtet in the general
case that there are k treatments8. Assuming again that {Yi}ni=1 are i.i.d. and f is
√
n-consistent, then by the LLN and Slutsky’s theorem,

τ̂AGTET (Z, z0) := 1
n

n∑
i=1

(
ŷi(zi)− ŷi(z0)

)
a.s.−→ τAGTET (Z, z0), as n→∞. (4.30)

Here, τAGTET (Z, z0) denotes the agtet of the status quo multivariate treatment
regime Z of k treatments relative k constant counterfactual levels z0. By the CLT,

√
n(τ̂AGTET (Z, z0)− τAGTET (Z, z0)) d.−→ N

(
0,V[τ̂AGTET (Z, z0)]

)
, as n→∞

(4.31)
where V[τ̂AGTET (Z, z0)] is the asymptotic variance of the estimated agtet.

The agte and agtet are given by the difference between the averages of two
vectors of potential outcomes. Thus, the uncertainty of the estimands is given by
the uncertainty of the average of the predicted potential outcomes. Let 1n = n−11
be an n-dimensional vector of ones divided by n so that n−1∑n

i=1 ŷi(z0) = 1′nŷ(z0)
is the average predicted potential outcome given the k treatment levels z0.

Proposition 4.9. A two-sided (1−α)×100 percent confidence interval of the agtet
of the observed treatment regime Z relative counterfactual levels z0 is given by

IτAGT ET (Z,z0)
1−α := τ̂AGTET (Z, z0)± λα/2 × S[1′nŷ(z0)], (4.32)

where S[1′nŷ(z0)] is the asymptotic standard error of 1′nŷ(z0).

Proposition 4.9 states that if we estimate the agtet of the status quo multivari-
ate treatment regime Z relative counterfactual treatment levels z0, where z0 = 0
to get the agtet relative no treatment, then the variance of the estimated agtet
is given by the variance of 1′nŷ(z0). The reason is that if Z is observed then y(Z),
and hence 1′ny(Z), is known and contains no uncertainty. This is seen by writing

1′n
(
y(Z)− ŷ(Z)

)
= 1
n

n∑
i=1

yi(zi)−
1
n

n∑
i=1

ŷi(zi)

= 1
n

n∑
i=1

(
f(zi,xi) + ei

)
− 1
n

n∑
i=1

f(zi,xi) = 1
n

n∑
i=1

ei = 0,

8The asymptotic results for the agtet presented in this section apply to the agte by replacing
the observed outcomes yi in (4.30) and (4.31) with the predicted outcomes ŷi(z).
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where the last equality follows from that the sum of the residuals is zero. If we
on the other hand want to estimate the agte of two treatments levels z and z0

constant across individuals, then both y(z) and y(z0) are unobserved and needs to
be predicted. Now both components of the agte are uncertain. Hence the variance
of the agte is on average wider than the variance of the agtet.

Proposition 4.10. A confidence interval for the agte of two treatment levels is
on average wider than a confidence interval of the agtet of the observed treatment
regime relative counterfactual treatment levels.

Proof. The agtet of Z relative counterfactual treatment levels z0 can be written
as the agte of Z relative z0 conditional on Z. By the law of total variance,

V[τ̂AGTE(Z, z0)] = E{V[τ̂AGTE(Z, z0)|Z]}+ V{E[τ̂AGTE(Z, z0)|Z]}. (4.33)

Both terms on the right hand side are always positive and the first term is expected
variance of the estimated agte when Z is the observed treatment regime. Hence

V[τ̂AGTE(Z, z0)] > E{V[τ̂AGTE(Z, z0)|Z]}, (4.34)

which we were supposed to show.

This proves that a confidence interval for the agte of two treatment levels whose
outcomes for all individuals are unknown is on average wider than the agtet of the
observed treatment regime whose outcomes are known. In (4.33), the second term
on the right hand side gives the size of the reduction in variance by observing Z,
which in practical applications will be of interest since it provides a measure of the
precision of the estimated agtet.

Estimating the standard error. We now present how to estimate the un-
known standard errors S[µ̂f (z)] and S[1′nŷ(z)], which can be used to estimate an
uncertainty interval for the adrf, agte or agtet.

Proposition 4.11. The prediction variance of the average of the predicted potential
outcomes given k treatment levels z is given by

V̂
[

1
n

n∑
i=1

ŷi(z)
]

= 1
n2

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

σ̂ij . (4.35)
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Proof. Let Σ̂ with elements σ̂ij be the estimated variance-covariance matrix of the
n-dimensional vector ŷ(z) of predicted potential outcomes. The rules for the co-
variance of a linear combination give that

V̂
[

1
n

n∑
i=1

ŷi(z)
]

= V̂[1′nŷ(z)] = 1′nV̂[ŷ(z)]1n = 1′nV̂{E[y(z)|X]}1n

= 1′nΣ̂1n = 1
n2

n∑
i=1

σ̂2
i + 2

n2

∑
i,j:i<j

σ̂ij = 1
n2

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

σ̂ij , (4.36)

where the third equality follows from that ŷ(z) = f(z,X) = E[y(z)|X], the fourth
from that E[y(z)|X] =

(
E[y1(z)|x1],E[y2(z)|x2], . . . ,E[yn(z)|xn]

)′ is the n×1 vector
of all individuals’ expected potential outcomes given z andX, and where in the last
equality σ̂ij = σ̂2

i for all i = j ≤ n.

Remark. Expression (4.35) shows that the prediction variance is the sum of all
elements in the estimated covariance matrix divided by n2. The covariances are
only equal to zero if ŷi(z) and ŷj(z), i 6= j, are independent, which in general they
are not even when the observed potential outcomes yi(z) and yj(z) are independent
since the predicted values are generated from the same drf. For instance, if the
drf is parametric, then the predicted values share parameter estimates. Although
z is a k-dimensional vector, the method also applies to estimation of S[µf (z)] since
in that case k equals one. This also holds for the remaining methods in this section.

Taking the square root of expression (4.35) yields an estimate of the standard
error of the average of the potential outcomes given by the levels of the k treatments.
That is, S[1′nŷ(z)] ≈

√
1′nΣ̂1n. The estimated standard error will only be an

approximation of the true standard error since the true standard error is unknown
and its estimate depends on 1) the size of the sample, 2) the sampling of individuals
and their values on the confounders, and 3) the choice of f .

Note that this estimator of the standard error makes no assumptions about Y .
Hence by Proposition 4.11, a point and interval estimate of the estimands is non-
parametrically estimable without any distributional assumptions of Y . Standard
bootstrap procedures are also applicable for non-parametric interval estimation.

The problem with this estimator of the standard error is that for large n, the
n×n covariance matrix Σ of the potential outcomes may be impossible to estimate.
More efficient methods that does not involve Σ are possible for parametric drf’s.
We illustrate the first method for a gaussian linear drf.
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Example 4.2. We wish to obtain an uncertainty interval of the estimated agtet
of the k-dimensional varying treatment regime Z relative k constant counterfactual
treatment levels z0. Assume for simplicity that the true f is a linear model estimated
with OLS. Then

y(Z) = f(Z,X) + ε = Xβ +Zτ + ε

and
y(z0) = f(z0,X) + ε = Xβ +Z0τ + ε

with ε ∼ N (0, σ2I) due to that {Yi}ni=1 are i.i.d.9. Let U = [Z(n×k) X(n×p)] be the
observed n× (p+ k) design matrix of all p regressors in f from X and the n levels
of all k treatments in Z. Similarly, let U0 = [Z0(n×k) X(n×p)] be the counterfactual
design matrix that contains X and the counterfactual treatment levels z0 that are
the same for all n individuals. Let θ ∈ Θ ⊂ Rp+k be the matrix of parameters
for U and U0 with the estimate θ̂ = (U ′U)−1U ′y. Then y(Z) = Uθ + ε and
y(z0) = U0θ + ε, and the vector of predicted counterfactual outcomes is

ŷ(z0) = U0θ̂ = U0(U ′U)−1U ′y(z0) = U0(U ′U)−1U ′(U0θ + ε).

Define σ2 = (n − (p + k))−1ε′ε to be the error variance. Since θ is a population
constant with zero variance,

V[θ̂] = V[(U ′U)−1U ′y(z)] = V[(U ′U)−1U ′(Uθ + ε)]

= (U ′U)−1U ′V[ε]U(U ′U)−1

= σ2(U ′U)−1U ′U(U ′U)−1

= σ2(U ′U)−1,

and the variance-covariance matrix of ŷ(z0) is

V[(ŷ(z0)] = V[U0θ̂] = U0V[θ̂]U ′0 = σ2U0(U ′U)−1U ′0 = σ2P 0, (4.37)

where P 0 = U0(U ′U)−1U ′0 is the projection matrix for the counterfactual potential
outcomes. This gives the estimated prediction variance 1′n(σ̂2P 0)1n of the average

9It is not strictly required that {Yi}n
i=1 are i.i.d. For instance, if the errors are heteroscedastic or

are dependent over individuals and/or time, one can simply replace (4.37) with the formula for an
appropriate choice of robust standard errors, or alternatively, specify a dynamic or spatial model,
or model the error dependence directly, for instance with a model based on generalized estimating
equations (M -estimator).
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of the predicted counterfactual outcomes. We thereby have that

τ̂AGTET (Z, z0) = 1′n
(
ŷ(Z)− ŷ(z0)

)
∼ N (τAGTET (Z, z0),1′n(σ2P 0)1n) (4.38)

It follows that (τ̂AGTET (Z, z0) − τAGTET (Z, z0))/
√

1′n(σ̂2P 0)1n ∼ tn−(p+k), so we
can obtain a confidence interval for the agtet based on the t-statistic. A two-sided
(1− α)× 100 percent confidence interval estimate of the agtet is given by

IτAGT ET (Z,z0)
1−α := τ̂AGTET (Z, z0)± tn−(p+k)(α/2)

√
1′n(σ̂2P 0)1n. (4.39)

A confidence interval is appropriate if we estimate the agtet as the difference
in the averages of the predictions of the observed outcomes and their predicted
counterfactuals. A prediction interval is suitable if we wish to estimate the agtet
as the difference between the observed potential outcomes and counterfactuals that
are predicted, as with the estimator shown in expression (4.24). Now, the value
of an observed potential outcome is given by both the value of f and the value of
the error. Hence the variance of the counterfactual outcomes’ error terms must be
included in the prediction interval of the counterfactual potential outcomes. Since
the variance is always positive, this implies that prediction intervals are wider than
confidence intervals. Assuming that {yi}ni=1 are i.i.d., we have that V[ε] = σ2I.
Using result (4.37), we get that

V[y(z0)] = V[U0θ̂ + ε] = σ2P 0 + σ2I = σ2(P 0 + I). (4.40)

Thus for inference about the agtet of the realized outcomes from the k-dimensional
treatment regime Z in relation to some counterfactual levels z0 with the estimator
shown in (4.24), simply use 1′n

(
y − f (adj)(z0,X)

)
to obtain the point estimate and

plug in the square root of 1′n(σ̂2(P 0 + I))1n as the estimated standard error into
the expression of the interval to get a prediction interval.

Note that V̂[(ŷi(z0,i)] = σ̂2P 0,i from expression (4.37) is equal to what σ̂2
i from

Proposition 4.11 would be for ŷi(z0,i). Thereby, given that same drf is used, the
non-parametric procedure outlined in Proposition 4.11 gives the same estimate of
the standard error, and thus the same interval estimate, as the parametric approach
explained in this example.
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QR-decomposition based estimation. We can generalize the interval es-
timation procedure for an arbitrary parametric regression model. Make a QR-
decomposition of the observed design matrix U such that

U = QR =
[
Q1 Q2

] [R1

0

]
= Q1R1 (4.41)

where R1 is (p + k) × (p + k) upper triangular, Q1 is the first p + k columns of
the orthogonal n × n matrix Q and Q2 are the last n − (p + k) columns of Q. If
rank(U) = r < p + k then the first r columns of Q constitute an orthogonal basis
for the column span of UP where P is the (p + k) × (p + k) permutation matrix.
Now, U ′U = (Q1R1)′(Q1R1) = R′1Q

′
1Q1R1 = R′1R1. Hence, an estimate of the

variance-covariance matrix of the counterfactuals y(z0) can be obtained with

σ̂2(U0P )(R′1R1)−1(U0P )′ = σ̂2(U0P )R−1
1 R′−1

1 (U0P )′ := σ̂2(B′B) (4.42)

whereB = R′−1
1 (U0P )′. The prediction variance for the average prediction 1′nŷ(z0)

is given by 1′n(σ̂2(B′B))1n whereas for the prediction interval it is 1′n(σ̂2(B′B +
D))1n. Here, D is the matrix that accounts for the added error variance in predic-
tion intervals. If the errors are homoscedastic, then D = I.

It is possible to speed up the estimation of the prediction variance by replac-
ing the matrix multiplications with vector multiplications. Define the vector w :=
B1n = R′−1

1 (U0P )′1n = R′−1
1 P ′(U ′01n)′. The prediction variance for the confi-

dence interval of the agtet can then be estimated with

1′n
(
σ̂2(B′B)

)
1n = σ̂2(B1n)′(B1n) = σ̂2(w′w). (4.43)

Similarly, the prediction variance for the prediction interval can in the simplifying
case that D = I be estimated with

1′n
(
σ̂2(B′B + I)

)
1n = 1′n

(
σ̂2(B′B)

)
1n + σ̂2(1′n1n)

= σ̂2(w′w) + σ̂2(1′n1n) (4.44)

Here, the matrix multiplication B′B have been replaced with the more efficient
vector multiplication w′w. Hence in estimating the prediction variance there is no
need for memory storage of the matrix B, but only of the vectors w and 1n.
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Taking the square root of the prediction variance estimated with any of the
methods explained in this section yields the estimated standard error of the average
of the predicted potential outcomes. It can be used as a plug-in estimator for the
unknown population standard error in an uncertainty interval of the adrf or agtet,
and the agte if correction is made for that both averages are uncertain.

Hypothesis testing. A natural question is whether the average treatment
effect in the population is different from zero. Formally, we then want to test the
hypothesis H0 : τAGTE(z, z0) = 0 against HA : τAGTE(z, z0) 6= 0.

Proposition 4.12. By (4.31), we have that under H0,

1′n
(
ŷ(z)− ŷ(z0)

)
S[τ̂AGTE(z, z0)] = τ̂AGTE(z, z0)

S[τ̂AGTE(z, z0)] ∼ tn−(p+k). (4.45)

If the test statistic |t| = |τ̂AGTE(z, z0)/S[τ̂AGTE(z, z0)]| > tn−(p+k)(α/2), then H0

is rejected at the level of significance 1− α.

Remark. We may wish test the hypothesis for the adrf that H0 : µ(z) = 0 against
HA : µ(z) 6= 0. Since the adrf evaluated at z is also a mean,

µ̂f (z)
S[µ̂f (z)] ∼ tn−(p+k), (4.46)

and H0 is rejected if |µ̂f (z)/S[µ̂f (z)]| > tn−(p+k)(α/2).

Here, S[τ̂AGTE(z, z0)] and S[µ̂f (z)] are the standard error of the estimated agte
and adrf, estimated with any of the aforementioned methods.

We may have evidence or theory indicating that the agte should be different
from zero and close to some known population value τ0

AGTE(z, z0). We then reject
the null hypothesis H0 : τAGTE(z, z0) = τ0

AGTE(z, z0) if
∣∣∣∣∣ τ̂AGTE(z, z0)− τ0

AGTE(z, z0)
S[τ̂AGTE(z, z0)]

∣∣∣∣∣ > tn−(p+k)(α/2). (4.47)

These tests will be valid no matter if the agte is estimated for a single treatment or
multiple treatments, since the agte is a scalar mean in either way. The difference
between an agte for a single and multiple treatments is solely in the estimation of
the counterfactual potential outcomes, which is shown in Algorithm 1 and 2.
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4.6 Optimization

Summary statistics such as the ate or agte are important for understanding the
impact of treatments on outcomes. However, even with perfect knowledge of the
treatment effect, the normative problem of causal inference remains; how to opti-
mally assign treatments. In this section we build on the theory of treatment choice
by Manski (2000, 2002, 2004), Qian and Murphy (2011) and Armstrong and Shen
(2015) for binary treatments and extend it for continuous treatments. We show
that the methods presented in the previous sections can be used to estimate the
treatment level that map to the maximum expected outcome.

The treatment assignment problem. A planner has the goal of assigning
a treatment to each individual of a heterogenous population such that the outcome
is maximized. A planner can for instance be a government official, judge, doctor or
advertising manager. The planner can observe the characteristics of each individual
in the population but not how they will respond to the treatment. The planner does
however know that the treatment effect vary between individuals. To her aid, the
planner has access to a previous study on a sample from the same population where
the treatment assignment and treatment response for each individual is known.

We define the problem in more formal terms. Assume without loss of generality
that larger values of the outcome are preferred. The planner wants to assign a
dose z of Z from its support Z to individual i = 1, . . . , n of P such that E[Y (Z)]
is maximized. The planner observes the covariates X that contain information of
each individual. If the planner knew the conditional distributions PY (Z)|X for all
x ∈ X , the planner would simply choose z such that the outcome given the covariates
is maximized. There are two problems facing the planner. By the fundamental
problem of causal inference, PY (Z)|X=x cannot be observed in the data from the
previous study. That is, even though the planner can observe xi for all individuals
in the new data, the response y(·) = y(i, ·,xi) is unknown for all levels in Z that
was not assigned to each individual in the study.

To achieve the goal, the planner wants to assign zi given xi. Define the individual
treatment rule (Qian & Murphy, 2011) given by r(·) : X → Z. The individual
treatment rule r ∈ R ⊂ R is a deterministic decision rule that maps individual-
specific information xi to a real-valued treatment level zi. The potential outcome
for individual i under rule r(xi) is yi[r(xi)]. This shows that the treatment an
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individual receives only depends on her individual-specific covariates and that the
individual’s potential outcomes only depends on the individual’s own treatments.
Thereby the no interference assumption of sutva required for causal inference holds.
We now present the decision rule that assigns treatments optimally.

Definition 4.8 (Optimal Individual Treatment Rule). The optimal individ-
ual treatment rule is given by

r(opt)(xi) := arg max
r(·)∈R

E{yi[r(xi)]}. (4.48)

The outcome yi[r(opt)(xi)] is the optimal individual treatment outcome.

The definition states that an individual treatment rule is optimal if it assigns
an individual the treatment that maximizes the expected value of the individual’s
potential outcome. The solution to this problem is obtained by assigning each indi-
vidual the treatment level that conditional on the individual’s covariates maximizes
the expected response to the treatment. Using the law of iterated expectations,
Manski (2002) show that for each r(·) ∈ R, we have that

E{yi[r(xi)]} = E{yi[r(xi)]|X = xi}

= E
{ ∑
zi∈Z

E[yi(zi)|X = xi]1[r(xi) = zi]
}

=
∫
X

∑
zi∈Z

E[yi(zi)|X = xi]1[r(xi) = z]dPX(xi). (4.49)

That is, for each xi ∈ X , the integrand
∑
zi∈Z E[yi(zi)|X = xi]1[r(xi) = zi] is

maximized by choosing the assignment r(xi) that maximizes E[yi(zi)|X = xi] on
zi ∈ Z. Hence, the optimal treatment rule r(opt)(xi) is the rule that for all xi ∈ X
solves

arg max
zi∈Z

E[yi(zi)|X = xi]. (4.50)

The mean optimal treatment level z(opt) is obtained by averaging the solutions to
the individual-level optima over X ,

z(opt) = E
[
arg max
z∈Z

E{Y (z)|X}
]

=
∫
X

arg max
z∈Z

E[Y (z)|X = x]dPZ|X(z|x)

= arg max
z∈Z

E[Y (z)]. (4.51)
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The counterfactual prediction solution. Since r(x) 7→ z, expression (4.51)
implies that finding r(opt)(·) ∈ R that maximizes E{Y [r(X)] is equivalent to finding
z ∈ Z that maximizes E[Y (z)]. Hence, knowledge of the individual treatment rule is
not required for obtaining an optimal outcome. Using this result, the counterfactual
prediction method enables estimation of optimal outcomes. The key is to note that

E[yi(zi)|X = xi] = E[f(zi,xi) + εi] = f(zi,xi).

and

E[Y (z)] = E{E[Y (z)|X]} = E[f(z,X)] = µ(z).

Thereby, the expected optimal individual treatment outcome is

E[Y (opt)
i ] = max

zi∈Z
f(zi,xi) (4.52)

and the optimal population mean outcome is

E[Y (opt)] = max
z∈Z

µ(z). (4.53)

To estimate the optimal outcome, use data splitting on the previous study’s data and
choose the drf trained on the test data that minimizes the f -risk on the validation
data. Then with Algorithm 1, evaluate the drf for different values of Z and the
values of X in the new data. Finally, evaluate the adrf with the estimator in
Proposition 4.5. The maximum of the curve given by the adrf is the estimated
optimized population mean outcome µ̂(opt)

f . That is,

µ̂
(opt)
f := max

z∈Z

1
n

n∑
i=1

f(z,xi) = max
z∈Z

µ̂f (z). (4.54)

The estimated optimal treatment level ẑ(opt) is the level z ∈ Z that maps to µ̂(opt)
f . To

evaluate the gain of µ̂(opt)
f relative a suboptimal outcome, the planner may compute

τ̂AGTE(ẑ(opt), z0) = µ̂f (ẑ(opt))− µ̂f (z0). (4.55)

where z0 6= z(opt). Methods from Section 4.5 can be used for inference of the esti-
mated maximum of the adrf, the optimal treatment outcome.
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5 Discussion

In this thesis we have developed counterfactual prediction methods for estimation,
inference and optimization of causal effects from observational data with continuous
treatments. Our approach build on the regression adjustment method for binary
treatments and matching and propensity score methods for continuous treatments
(Fong et al., 2018; Kennedy et al., 2017; Hirano & Imbens, 2004; Zhang et al.,
2016; Zhu et al., 2014) of which some are developed for experimental data. Several
researchers (Armstrong & Kolesár, 2018; Hill, 2011; Zhang et al., 2016; Zhu et al.,
2014) also propose estimating potential outcomes of a continuous treatment with a
dose-dependent function, but do not consider using the function to estimate a gen-
eralized treatment effect or the methods we present for inference and optimization.

Summary. The counterfactual prediction method involves using a regression
model fitted to the observed response surface to predict the counterfactual potential
outcomes. No model of the treatment assignment mechanism is required. It can
be viewed as regression adjustment generalized to the continuous treatment setting.
Under strong ignorability, sutva, and that the drf is a consistent, the causal effect
of the treatment is identifiable and estimable. Given that the drf is estimable, the
method works under arbitrarily high-dimensional confounding. Several papers (see
for instance Hill (2011); Wager and Athey (2018); Powers et al. (2018)) show that
data-driven regression algorithms often outperform estimators that require manual
specification, even when the true regression is a simple linear function. Thereby the
counterfactual prediction method require minimal assumptions about the treatment
assignment mechanism and the true functional form.

We consider interval estimation and hypothesis testing for inference of the treat-
ment effect. Three methods are presented for estimating the standard error of the
estimand of interest. The first method is to sum all elements of the covariance ma-
trix of the predicted counterfactual potential outcomes and divide by the squared
number of observations. This method assumes no form of the model or distribution
of the outcome. Since the drf can be non-parametric, this implies that a point
and interval estimate of the estimand is non-parametrically estimable. The second
method use that for a parametric drf, the prediction variance is a function of the
drf’s error variance and projection and design matrices. This method is analogous
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to standard analytical methods for inference of a prediction. The third method use
QR-decomposition of the design matrix and basic properties of vectors and matrices
to obtain an alternative expression of the prediction variance. This method works
for any parametric drf and is computationally efficient.

Finally, we showed that the counterfactual prediction method estimates the
treatment level that maximizes the expected individual and population mean out-
come. The existing literature has considered estimation of the decision rule that
maps covariates into a treatment assignment. The solution with the counterfac-
tual prediction method is simpler; just estimate drf and the adrf on data from
a previous study and look at the treatment level that maps to the maximum of
the corresponding function. Hence, the counterfactual prediction method is not
only useful for estimation and inference of summary statistics such as the average
treatment effect but also for the normative question of how to assign treatments.

Comparison to standard methods. Both the existing standard regression
adjustment and the counterfactual prediction method are based on the idea of pre-
dicting the counterfactual potential outcomes. The main difference is that stan-
dard regression adjustment involves fitting one regression for each treatment status
whereas our method only involves fitting one regression to all observations in the
sample. Standard regression adjustment does not work with continuous treatments
since that would imply the need for as many response functions as realized treat-
ment levels. We thereby only compare the two methods for the binary treatment
case. The following paragraph explains why the counterfactual prediction method
still work well in this case.

If the common support of the covariate distributions among the treated and non-
treated is small or nonexistent, then counterfactual prediction better adjust for the
effect of the confounders than standard regression adjustment. Since the potential
outcomes are predicted from a single model fitted to the full sample of both treated
and non-treated observations, the model learns the effect of the confounders over
their full range of realized values. The subsample-specific regressions of standard
regression adjustment only learns the effect of the confounders on its subsample.
Hence if the treated and non-treated observations are not similar on the covariates,
meaning that there is a lack of common support, then the counterfactual predictions
of the subsample specific response functions cannot identify the true counterfactu-
als for the individuals of opposite treatment status. As an illustrative example, if it
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happens that only men are treated and women are controls, then a response func-
tion trained on men shall predict the counterfactual treated outcomes for women,
and a response function trained on women shall predict the counterfactual control
outcomes for men. The counterfactual prediction method would in this example
instead fit the same regression function to both men and females and then predict
the respective counterfactuals for each gender with this function. Still, the counter-
factual prediction method is not fully robust against a lack of common support. The
predicted counterfactual potential outcomes will have larger prediction errors the
larger the lack of overlap in the distributions of the confounders. This will increase
the uncertainty in the estimate of the causal effect.

The counterfactual prediction estimator makes a stronger assumption about
functional form. In standard regression adjustment, only the relationship between
the confounders and the outcome needs to be correctly specified since the treatment
status is not used as a predictor; the regression is estimated on the subsample re-
stricted to the treatment level. In the counterfactual prediction method the model is
fitted to the outcomes using both the treatment and the confounders as a predictors.

A benefit of the counterfactual prediction method is that it handles missing
data well. Simply fit the model to the complete cases and make predictions for
the missing observations. No matter how the pattern of the missing data look or
whether the number of missing observations vary over treatment levels, the result
will be complete series of estimated potential outcomes for all observations. For the
standard regression adjustment, missing data poses a more difficult problem. Since
standard regression adjustment involves fitting one regression per treatment level,
the uncertainty in the predicted outcomes for the missing observations depend on
the number of complete cases at each treatment level.

Future research. The counterfactual prediction method is easily extended
to other popular causal estimands, for instance the local average treatment effect.
Instrumental variables can be used if the treatment is endogenous. A promising re-
search direction would be to apply the framework of functional data analysis. This
would solve problems that arise if the data are high-dimensional. It also naturally
fits into the potential outcomes framework since the causal estimands are in fact
functions and the potential outcome Y (Z) = Y (I, Z,X) may be viewed as a func-
tion. Then every observation is a function, which is precisely the idea of functional
data analysis.
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